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RAIL-WHEEL-INTERFACE
 AN INTERACTIVE SYSTEM  
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The Steel-on-Steel Wheel-Rail-Interface provides nearly no Elasticity. 

For Damping the Vehicle and Track Constituents have to provide the 

elastic Components. The Quality of the Rolling Stocks has to match 

with the Quality of the Rail-Road vice versa. Both are meeting on the 

all important WHEEL-RAIL INTERFACE, on an COMTACT-AREA of less 
than 3 cm². If the partners do not match, both ruin each other. The 

result will be a self-destructive System. 

By Dr. Frank Wingler, May 2014 
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RAIL-WHEEL-INTERFACE, AN INTERACTIVE
SYSTEM

A Railway is an interactive System consisting of Rolling Stocks and Rail-Road,

where STEEL-WHEELS run on STEEL-RAILS. A STEEL-WHEEL running on a 
STEEL-RAIL yields a low level of rolling resistance thus providing a very efficient 
mode of passenger and freight transportation. It is a fuel-efficient transport mode. 

Fig. 1: Schematic Demonstration of the elastic Constituents of the interactive 

VEHICLE-TRACK-SYSTEM 

Other than with a Tar-Road-Automobile, there is nearly no ELASTICITY on the contact
area, where Wheel and Rail meet. Theoretically the meeting point is a LINE, but
practically, since wheel-treat and rail-head surfaces deform under the load-pressure, 

the touching area is a pyramidal patch of approximately 3 cm² shifted to the gauge-side; 
Fig. 3a, below. On the touching area the wheels exert a very high strain onto the rail-
head; Fig. 2/3b.  Under smooth running conditions the pressure under 22.5 tonnes axle
load mounts up to 42 kNewton per square cm or 4200 bar; this is approx 500 to 1000 
times more than the pressure between an elastic deforming rubber-tire and an elastic 
tar-road surface. On “bumpy” rail tracks and/or in rail-surface defects the bouncing 
wheels can exert at spots a pressure of over 100.000 bars. The same can occur by 
wheels, which are not round or which have wheel-treat-defects, called in the Railway-
Language “FLAT TIRES”. 

from B. Lichtberger TRACK COMPENDIUM
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Fig. 2: Contact-Area between Wheel and Rail 

Between Steel-Wheel and Steel-Rail there is nearly no damping. The contribution for 
the overall damping between Rail-Road and Rail-Vehicle is less than 0.2%. 

.

Fig. 3b: Wheel-Strain exerted on the

 Rail Table 

This means, the extremely high forces must be damped by elastic constituents 
of the Rail Vehicle as well of the Rail-Road. If not, Rail-Vehicle and Rail-Road 
ruin each other. 

DAMPING COMPONENTS OF RAIL VEHICLES 

Between Wheel-Set and Rail-Vehicle Body the dynamic forces are damped by a 
PRIMARY SUSPENSION and by a SECONDARY SUSPENSION. If you look at the 

Fig. 3a: Pyramidal Contact Patch

from B. Lichtberger. TRACK COMPENDIUM

from A.D. Kerr, Fundamen-
tals of Track Engineering
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bogies of the Rolling Stocks you find on each side of the axle-boxes as a
suspension a Helical-Spring as Primary Suspension; Pict. 1: 

Pict. 1: Helical Springs for Primary Suspension 

Elder bogies have as Secondary-Suspension a LEAF-SPRING. Modern bogies have 

either a so-called “FLEXI-COIL” (see Pict. 2) or an air inflated rubber tube as you 
find on the Indian build S11 DMUs; Pict. 3a/b.

Pict. 2: Henschel FLEXI-COIL Bogie without Pivot. 
Bogie turning by Torsion of the Coils 

Pict. 3a: Bogie with secondary Air-Tube Suspension

K.G. Bauer, Bogie, EK Verlag

K.G. Bauer, Bogie, EK Verlag

K.G. Bauer, Bogie, 
EK Verlag
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The axle-box of the Indian and Chinese bogies and of the elder Romanian Coach 
bogies with the so-called “Minden-Deutz” bogies are floating on a bracket between 
the two suspensions coils without a sliding axle-box guidance. They can move few 
millimetres lateral as well radial and thus slightly and passively self-adjust in 
curvatures. They can better adopt a radial alignment in curvatures and on points 
(turn-outs, switches); Pict. 4b: 

Pict. 4a: Minden-Deutz Bogie without Axle-Box-Guidance

Pict. 4b: Bombardier-Type Bogie of Chinese build S12 with Flexi-Coil (no pivot); 

Shock-Absorbers and primary Suspension without Axle-Box-Guidance for running 

Comfort 

The axle-boxes of the later series of  Romanian Coaches with the so-called bogie
“Görlitz V”, designed in East-Germany for warped rail tracks in East-Europe, are 
guided in a bracket (so-called “Friction-borne Axle-Box Guidance” or “Sliding 
Axle-Box Guides”) and can not self adjust. They run not so smooth on points and 

Pict. 3.b: Secundary Air Cushion Suspension, Indian build Class S11 DMU

Pict. 4b: Görlitz V Bogie with Axle-Box Guidance

Pict. F.A. Wingler

Pict. F.A. Wingler

K.G. Bauer, Bogie, EK Verlag
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curvatures, but are sturdier and longer living on bad and bumpy rail tracks and need 
less repairs. 

At rail-unevenness and rail surface defects a Rail-Vehicle without suspension-
damping would bounce with its full unsprung mass on the rails damaging the rail 
track components. Damped coaches have a natural oscillation frequency of 
approximately 1 to 2 Hz. The oscillation can be mitigated by shock-absorbers over-
bridging the primary and secondary suspension systems. 

The shock-absorbers of the SLR Romanian Coaches are mostly worn out and not 
replaced by new due to the high costs or they got replaced with absorbers of lower 
quality. On “bumpy” Rail tracks with short wave undulations (vertical misalignments) 
in the range of 10 to 20 metreI the coaches come into resonance with the track
undulation and rock up. The coaches bounce and lurch like a wild horse coming into 
oscillation  in a speed range of 60 to 70 kmph exerting vertical accelerations onto the 
passenger of over 0.55 [g]; this is regarded as dangerous. [g] Is the earth 
acceleration of 9.8 m/sec²). At a wheel-offload of over 65 % due to bouncing and 
lurching the coach might derail. High vertical rolling stock accelerations print short 
wave length undulations in the track. Wheel-offload derailments have happened 
several times on the Main-Line, on the northern line to Anuradhapura and on the 
South Coast-Line. The last bouncing coach derails mostly in a curve at first. On the 
“bumpy” Srilankan Tracks it happens very often, that the Romanian coaches 
decouple during journey. Recently even the dummy-car of the Chinese build DMU S9 
decoupled near Kelaniya. 

The [g] values can be measured by an accelerometer, positioned as close as 
possible over the bogie centre. According NEWTON`S LAW (Actio = Reactio) the [g] 
value is an INDEX for the TRACK DISTORTING FORCES the rolling stocks are 
exerting onto the rails. If a value of 0.35 [g] for the horizontal acceleration is 
measured, this means that at the relevant speed a 120 tonnes locomotive will exert 
with the relevant bogie an additional horizontal (lateral) counter vector-force of 60 x 
0.35 = 21 tonnes onto the rail. The actual axle load can increase to 41 tonnes. The 
cumulative track torturing forces of consecutive running trains will print dangerous 
UNDULATIONS into the track as delineated by the following Pict. 5: 

Pict. 5: Short Wave Track-Undulation 

Once this self-destroying Rail-Wheel process had been initiated by a certain 
degree of  track distortion, the deterioration process continues with increasing 
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(logarithmical) rate (velocity). Short wave length undulations are therefore the most 
dangerous. The measuring of accelerometer indices are a cheap and easy method in 
to describe the quality and state-of-affairs of a track. The positioning can be 
determined with GPS location detection. 

According US Standards horizontal acceleration indices over 0.35 [g] and vertical 
indices over 0.5 [g] of rolling stocks, especially of heavy locomotives, are regarded as 
unhealthy for the track (Newton`s Law Mechanism). 

Since the acceleration rates are speed dependent, trains speed should to be reduced, 
when the rates become intolerable high. 

In SL I measured vertical accelerations in the last coach of a train running with 60 to 
70 kmph on the new IRCON rehabilitated Coast Line track and wrote the values 
down in a diary with there positions observed by typical landmarks (I had no modern 
mobile fit to mark the position by GPS) – with a simple self made instrument with a 
10 kg weight. I reported the values (in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 [g]) to the relevant 
IRCON Engineers.  Values of up to 0.3 [g] had been reached at 
transitions/abutments of bridges and level crossings. ( = Dr. F. Wingler Track-Quality 
Telemetrie). 

What counts is not so much the absolute value in mm of a misalignment measured 
by a TRACK RECORDING CAR but the effect of the misalignment or track defect on 
the running wheel at given train speed, how the wheels jump over the defect and 
respond with what acceleration and deceleration values (in terms of corresponding 
extra impression forces measured in kN/m²) inflicting according the Newton`s Law 
Mechanism further damage to the track in vertical as well horizontal directions. 

=    The DYNAMICS of the Rolling Stocks on the Track is what counts!! 

An IPW-Engineer is mostly fixed on the absolute track irregularity values and not so 
much on the dynamic effects (Newton`s Law Mechanism) of those irregularities on 
the rolling stocks under given traffic speed. In answer the rough riding rolling stocks 
inflict according the Newton`s Law Mechanism further damage to the track. The 
track damages/defects increase with the time under this dynamic mutual-interactive 
process. The IPW Engineer needs information about the DETERIORATION RATE 
(the velocity with which the deterioration increases under given traffic load) with a 
prediction/prognosis/forecast, when the point of his interference or his anticipation 
measurements will be reached before it may come to unwanted bad events. 

The TRACK DETERIORATION RATE (the loss of alignment and the increase of 
defects with the time under given traffic load) is a direct INDEX or MEASURE related 
to the TRACK QUALITY (according Prof. Peter Veith, Technical University Graz, 
Austria). 

The message is: The IPWE-Engineer should develop a profound understanding 
for the DYNAMIC OVERALL BEHAVIOUR IN ITS ENTITY: TRACK-ROLLING 
STOCKS. He should well understand, what is NEWTONS`S LAW MECHANISM. 

The IPW-Engineer must know the time, when I has to intervene before the wheels of 
the rolling stock under given traffic conditions will reach vertical, torsional and lateral 
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accelerations, which might develop dangerous/risky movements and which
might lead to unwanted bad events and/or effects like derailments.

German Railway, DB, has developed together with the German Aerospace Centre 
(DLR) a method for forecasting of single track defects, also of turnout-defects, based
on continuous track monitoring data, measured under traffic-speed conditions with 
accelerometers as well gyroscope-rotation-meters mounted at the bogie of 
locomotives. With GPS location positioning and telemetry the data are transmitted 
after processing them in an on-board computer; Project CONTINUOUS TRACK 
MONITORING, CTSM; see Chr. Lindner et A.Oehler in EI, DER 
EISENBAHNINGENIEUR, 11/14, November, page 19, Eurail press, Hamburg, 
Germany. 

German Railways has also equipped one of its ICE with acceleration-sensors 
mounted on the axle-box for transmitting during scheduled train runs in-service 
monitoring dates of vertical alignment defects, as so-called TRAIN BASED 
MONITORING for TARGET PLANING OF MAINENANCE; see ETR 7+8/2014, K.U. 
Wolter et al. page 32, Eurail press, Hamburg, Germany. This ICE transmits daily the 
acceleration rates cum position on its route. The computer evaluates a history
diagram, from which a forecast for the further deterioration rate can be estimated. 

In India Western Railway started to measure accelerometer indices by telemetry with 
an axle-box device mounted on a passenger coach and measuring the indices on the 
Habibganj-Bhopal Section. 

 In future the wheel/bogie acceleration rate Sensors of running trains will transmit by 

telemetry for the IPW-Engineer real time data of developing track defects with their
exact location, how the defects develop with the time under given traffic load, with
what rates (dynamic of deterioration) and when he will have to interfere by repair or 
maintenance. This method includes also the monitoring of turnouts. 
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DAMPING TRACK COMPONENTS 

The counter-partners in the interacting ROLLING-STOCK – TRACK-SYSTEM are 
the track components with elasto-plastic properties. The entire track is an elastic 
system, which deforms under traffic load. 

The Rail Track or Rail Road consists of the RAILS, the RAIL-SEAT PADS, the RAIL-
FASTENING SYSTEMS, the SLEEPERS or CROSS-TIES, the BALLAST CUSHION, 
the SUB-BALLAST or BLANKETING MATERIALS or FORMATION PROTECTIVE 
LAYERS, the TRACK-FORMATION or STRATA and the SUBSOIL or GROUND or 
SUBGRADE. The load of the wheel forces and the dynamic forces have to be
distributed by all those COMPONENTS equally to the Ground. The COMPONENTS 
have to damp the Vibration-Excitations. The Rail-Track has to be well understood and 
treated in its entity as an interactive System of the components, rather than treated 
only by individual components; Fig. 4: 

The individual components reduce the high strain and vibrationsstarting from the
wheel-rail meeting area (Rail-Wheel-Interface) down to the underlying subsoil: 

Fig. 4: Rail-Road Components 

The components of a Rail-Road have to be maintained and kept in good condition; 
Fig. 5: 

from B. Lichtberger, TRACK COMPENDIUM
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Fig. 5: Overview of Track Maintenance Techniques versus Track Components 

A well maintained Track System provides the most economical 

solution for both, the Rail-Road and the Rolling Stocks. 

The Track Quality or Stability has to match with the Traffic Load it has to carry vice 
versa. If this is not the case and if traffic Load and Track Quality are out of balance, it 
comes to a mutual interactive SELF DESTROYING SYSTEM: The bad tracks ruin 
the rolling stocks and the ruined rolling stocks damage the already ruined track 
further. If track Quality is not matching with theTraffic load and in consequence the
track deteriorates rapidly, Permanent Speed Restrictions have to be imposed to 
avoid derailments, and the Route Capacity goes down. 

If you drive on a road too fast with a vehicle, you might slip off the road and crash in a 
culvert, but you do not damage the road. If a train goes too fast, it might derail, and
the track gets ruined and damaged and can not be used any more. Politicians do 
not understand this. They want to bring additional freight on Srilankan Rail Roads 
without prior Capital Investment in Quality Upgrade (in Increasing the Strength). 

For the benefit of the whole system the Track and Rolling Stock Department 
Disciplines have to work together in a harmonic way, and they must understand each 
others need. This is unfortunately not so amongst the SLR Departments. 

The tracks in Ceylon had been once laid with Wooden Sleepers and the rails nailed 
in analogy to the American tracks with so-called “Dog-Spikes”; Fig. 6: 

from B. Lichtberger, TRACK COMPENDIUM
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Fig. 6: “Dog-Spike” 

Between Sleeper and Flat-Bottom Rail there is a so-called iron “Tie-Plate” which 
keeps the rail cant of 1 in 20 (in USA a cant of 1 in 40 is used); Fig. 7: 

Fig. 7: Tie-Plate for Wooden Sleepers 

The rails are canted to the inner side in order to match with the conicity of the wheels; 
Fig. 8: 

Fig. 8: Canting of Rail 

Wooden sleepers are elastic and contribute with up to 40 % towards the overall 
elastic behaviour of the track system. The sleepers are resting on an at least 6 inch 
Ballast Cushion. The task of the ballast is not only to keep the Sleepers in tight 
position, by arresting the longitudinal and lateral movements, but also to disperse the 
high Wheel-Forces as uniform as possible to the ground over a wider interface. The 
ballast contributes approximately 20 % to the overall elastic behaviour of the track 
system. The rail distributes 60 % of the wheel-forces to the neighbouring sleepers. 
Only 40 % load is carried by the sleeper under the rail; Fig. 9: 

from D.A. Kerr, 
Fundamentals of Railway 
Track Engineering

from D.A. Kerr, 
Fundamentals of Railway 
Track Engineering

from D.A. Kerr, 
Fundamentals of Railway 
Track Engineering
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Fig. 9: Schematic Representation of the Load Distribution on Rail; and from 

Sleeper over the Ballast to the bearing Subgrade 

Fig. 10: Load Distribution in Ballast-Bed by interlocked Stones 

The BALLAST consists generally of quarried-crushed and size-sieved stones of 
sharp cubical shape needed for better interlocking; Fig. 10. The contact areas 
between the stones are relatively small, and this leads to large contact stress
between them. The high stress under moving traffic load and hence under not 
properly packed concrete sleepers causes fractures and abrasion, producing fine 
material, that fills the voids and fouls the ballast. Fouled ballast is less elastic and
interlocks water. The fines form with water a slurry. Sleepers start “dancing up and
down” under traffic load in a “mud-bed” as so-called “Mud-Pumps”; Pict. 7: 

Pict. 7: “Mud-Pump” of “dancing”, not properly packed Concrete sleepers 

On SLR-Tracks the author has measured rail deflections under running wheel 
load of up to 70 mm. 

from B. Lichtberger,
TRACK COMPENDIUM

Pict. F.A. Wingler
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The Stiffness or Support Modulus of a Rail Track is in its optimum, when the 
deflection is in the range of 1.0 to 2.5 mm. Care should be taken to ensure that
the stiffness of the ballast-track is as uniform as possible without sharp 
longitudinal transitions of the bearing capacity and Track-Support-Modulus. 
Imbalance leads to unevenness in the longitudinal profile. Dangerous are 
Short-Wave-Undulations in the range of 10 to 30 metre of the Bearing Capacity, 
Stiffness and Track-Support-Moduli because initiating parasitic oscillation of
rail vehicles. 

Elder tracks have no Ballast-Protective Layer; Fig. 11: 

Fig. 11: Pressure Distribution on Formation without and with Formation-Protective-

Layer 

Under the ballast comes the compacted subsoil. The subsoil must be well drained 
and must have a good bearing capacity and should show no longitudinal fluctuations
in the bearing capacity. The memory for track misalignments is mostly buried in the 
subgrade components. Longitudinal fluctuations of the bearing capacity create a 
mirror in form of unevenness on the rail level. 

On the Coast line there are several “shining teaching samples” for the MEMORY 
EFFECT caused by failures in the subgrade components and water in the track bed. 
Despite frequent aligning with a tamping machine, the same misalignments appear 
again after a short time. 

Water plays a decisive role for the bearing capacity. Seasonal fluctuation of the 
water content is responsible for track irregularities. In dry season the ballast 
impurities and the subsoil might shrink and become like cement and may produce 
dust. During wet season the subsoil might expand and becomes plastic. Than the 
ballast stones penetrate into the subsoil, and mud props up instead. The ballast 
stones disappear on the surface and sink penetrating into the ground forming so-
called ”Ballast Pockets”; Fig. 12: 

Fig. 12: Ballast-Pocket Formation of an old Track 

from B. Lichtberger, TRACK COMPENDIUM

from D.A. Kerr, Fundamentals of
Railway Track Engineering
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A thin ballast cushion looses its stones much faster than a thick ballast cushion. To 
keep the ballast cushion shallow is not only bad for the track stability but also 
uneconomical. The stones get very rapidly lost by sinking into the ground. Insufficient 
ballast thickness can cause permanent deformation of the subgrade; Fig. 13:  

Fig. 13: Permanent Deformation of Formation caused by insufficient Ballast-

Thickness 

This is a highly undesirable situation, since during rainfall the water will gather in 
these troughs, than penetrate the subgrade and reduce the strength of the upper
subgrade layer. This in turn will lead to a rapid deterioration of line and surface, 
creating a serious maintenance problems. The Maintenance Costs of a line with a 
bad and poor bearing subgrade can be up to 8 times higher than of a good quality 
and good bearing subgrade. 

Modern rail tracks have a Formation Protective Layer (FPL) as a “Blanket” between 
the ballast cushion and the bearing top formation, which should be sloped to the field 
sides to enable water to flow out; see Fig. 23 on page 27. In Sri Lanka IRCON has
used for the Coast-Line upgrade a fine grain Agglomerated Base Course (ABC) used
for Tar-Road engineering. This interlayer looses its benefit to increase the Track 
Support Modulus, when not properly drained. With water it can turn to a slurry and
exacerbate the situation. This happened at several spots of the upgraded Coast Line, 
where the ballast retaining walls not only retain the ballast but also the water. The 
author observed that during rainy season the water-level in the track bed can be 
higher than in the adjacent masonry gutters. The memory for track misalignments is 
buried in such wet strata.  

Keeping a Rail-Track on a low Quality Level as in SL is highly 

uneconomical!! 

A well bearing Formation cuts Life Cycle Costs. A track of low Initial Quality after 
Track Renewal, Upgrade or Repair deteriorates much faster than a track of High 
Initial Quality. The Quality of a track can be mathematically measured by the 
Deterioration Rate, by the loss of Alignment Parameters over the time under given 
Traffic Load. 

 A HIGH-Quality Track with a low deterioration rate under given Traffic Load 
and with extended intervals between maintenance and renewal is NO LUXURY.!

Quality (Stability, Strength, Low Deterioration Rate – slow loss of alignment over the 
time under traffic load) is a prerequisite for low maintenance expenditures and for 
overall economy. A stable rail-track on a poor bearing or weak formation is not 
possible! 

from D.A. Kerr, Fundamentals of
Railway Track Engineering
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MODERN RAIL TRACK TECHNOLOGY helps to 

cut LIFE CYCLE COSTS. 

LIFE CYCLE COSTS CONSIDERATIONS are a 

Tool for economical TRACK STRATEGIES. 

University Professor JOHN RUSK, Oxford, UK, 1819-1900, gave a quotation, which 
can be evaluated as a summing up for economical proof on basis of QUALITY, LIFE 
CYCLE COSTS and LIFE CYCLE COSTS CONSIDERATIONS: 

“In this world there is nearly nothing, which someone can manufacture with 

some lower quality and sell it cheaper. And the people, who are only orientated 

towards the price, consequently will get captured by such machinations. It is 

unwise to pay too much, but it is worse to pay too little. 

If you pay too much, you might loose some money on the long run. On the other 

hand if you pay too little, you might loose everything on the end, because the 

purchased item can not fulfil the task for which it is meant. 

The rule of economics and commerce do not allow obtaining higher value for 

smaller money. If you accept the lower bit, you will have to take precautions for 

a risk cover and for additional risk induced costs. And if you behave accordingly 

the rule of economy and commerce than at the beginning you have also enough 

money left to pay for something better!” 

Private mining corporations with their own HEAVY HAUL rail roads in Africa, 

Australia, Brazil, and Norway/Sweden have a sense for OVERALL LIFE CYCLE 
COSTS inclusive the AGGREGATED HINDERANCE COSTS, the additional costs 
caused when the trains can not run, speed has to be reduced or if there are 
accidents. The private undertakings know about the importance of INITIAL TRACK 
QUALITY, STATE-TO-THE ART RAILROAD TECHNOLOGY and the all important 
WHEEL-RAIL-INTERFACE. They have learned to manage the wheel-rail interface at 
its optimum by looking out for track friendly rolling stocks (bogies), by profiling both 
wheel treats and rail heads for low friction and wear and by lubrication wheel flanges 
and top of rails (FRICTION MANAGEMENT). They know:

Without a well bearing, well drained and stable subsoil, subgrade 
and formation there is no stable rail track under given traffic load. 
Economy gets shirked. 
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Heavy Haul with 35 t Axle-Load in Australia on HIGH QUALITY TRACK

In state owned railways mostly the one section feels responsible only for the track 
and the other section only for the rolling stocks. There is often a lack of mutual 
understanding and responsibility. This has the result that often rail tracks do not 
match the traffic load they have to carry. Tracks and Rolling Stocks are not in 
compliance. 

Fundaments of Rail Road Technology: 

“WATER IS THE ENEMY OF THE RAIL TRACK AND RAIL ROAD”; 

“BALLAST IS THE BLOOD OF THE RAIL TRACK”; 

”TRACK QUALITY IS NO LUXURY”; 

” A LOWER QUALITY TRACK DETERIORATES FASTER THAN A HIGH 
QUALITY TRACK”; 

“WITHOUT PROPER WELL BEARING AND WELL DRAINED, BLANKET, 
SUBSOIL, SUBGRADE AND FORMATION NO STABLE RAIL ROADS”; 

“ONE HAS TO MANAGE EFFECTIVELY THE ALL-IMPORTANT WHEEL-RAIL 
INTERFACE”; 

“POLITICAL INTERFERENCE AND CORRUPTION WRECK QUALITY”. 

“WATER IS THE ENEMY OF THE RAIL ROAD” 

The Stability and Longevity under given traffic load depend, if the water can be 
taken out and kept away from the track bed. Proper Drainage is essential.  

But proper drainage and proper surface water management is a problem in Sri Lanka. 
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“BALLAST IS THE BLOOD OF THE RAIL TRACK” 

The above description suggest the need for a sufficient thick ballast layer between 
the bottom of the sleeper and the subgrade surface, in order to reduce the pressure 
peaks and make the pressures  the ballast exerts on the subgrade surface as uniform 
as possible.  The ballast cares that the admissible compressive strain on the ground 
will not be exceeded. 

Nevertheless in SL Inspectors of Permanent Way keep the ballast cushion shallow, 
or even keep wooden and concrete sleepers on earth without any ballast underneath: 

“EARTH-WORKS”  in Sri Lanka; SLR Track Rehabilitation at Kandy 2013; 
“Ballest-less Rail Tracks” in SL 

This yields in a NON-PERMANENT and not in a PERMANENT (RAIL)WAY. Rail 
Tracks with an insufficient Ballast-Spreading or Profile need “constant maintenance 
nearly as every train goes”. This is a most uneconomical way to keep a rail 
track. 

A nailed wooden sleeper track is sturdy like an Elephant. It can tolerate bad 
treatment over a longer period before it takes suddenly revenge. But hard timber has 
become expensive and rear. SLR has experimented with Eucalyptus Timber. The live 
span is short, only 4 to 5 years. And Eucalyptus sleepers get rapidly “SPIKE 
KILLED”. The spikes get loose and lift up: the holes widen and the sleepers form 
cracks. 

Steel-Sleepers live longer than Wooden Sleepers. They form a trough; Fig.14: 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Fig. 14: Dimensions of Steel-Trough-Sleeper 

Steel Sleepers tolerate any core material, but never mud. Steel Sleepers can be laid 
on gravel or on sand; but never on wet mud. On Mud, they open up the field sides 
and bound the soft materials in the centre, and than bob up and down; Pict. 8a:   

Pict. 8a: SLR Upcountry Line, Rozella-Hatton, Formation ruined by Steel Sleepers 

laid in Mud 

The procedure to lay Steel Sleeper is: First the unfouled Ballast and than the Sleeper. 
This general rule is even followed in DR Congo, Pict. 8.c, but unfortunately not in Sri 
Lanka, where Steel Sleepers had been laid without any Ballast on a muddy subgrade; 
Pict. 8b: 

Pict. 8b: Steel Sleepers laid in Sri Lanka in Mud without Ballast 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Pict. 8c: Laying Steel Sleepers in DR Congo on unfouled Ballast 

If the troughs inside are filled with clean ballast stones, the stones interlock with the 
stones of the ballast bed. Steel Sleepers on clean ballast rest resilient and firm with 
good lateral and longitudinal creep resistance. Mountain Railways with tight 
curvatures are a case for Steel Sleepers. Steel Sleepers are also an answer to 
troublesome formations. In Switzerland, where many of the rail roads are on alpine 
terrain, over 25 % of the rails are resting on Steel Sleepers. On Indian Hill Railways 
one can find over 100 years old Steel Sleepers. In Africa and Turkey Steel Sleeper 
do their service since the begin of the last century. 

The Rail Tracks in Corsica have been recently rehabilitated with new Corus-Steel 
(now Tata) Sleepers. And if you travel by rail in England, you find everywhere in 
Cornwall, Wales, Midlands, Cumbria Coast, East Anglia, on the famous route Settle-
Carlisle and on the Scottish Highland routes new laid Steel Sleepers with Pandrol 
Fast-Clip Fastenings; Pict. 9: 

Pict. 9: Steel Sleeper with Pandrol Fast-Clip filled inside with unfouled Ballast 

Stones 

In the 1920-ties Steel Sleepers came from England to Ceylon, and even after nearly 
90 years they do their duty on the gruelling “Upcountry” line. Once there had been a 
workshop at Ratmalana to manufacture the screw-bolt fastening system. But this 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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workshop does not exist any more. Due to the shortage of the old fashioned bolt-
fastening many of the old British Steel Sleepers had been taken out and sold as 
scrap metal to Pakistan. 

Since timber has become costly and hard timber for sleepers has to be imported for 
high prize from Malaysia Indian consultants have advised to reintroduce Steel 
Sleepers on the upcountry line. Modern Steel Sleepers are made of High-Strength 
Steel and can be kept therefore lighter. The advisable rail-fastening system Steel-
Sleeper is the modern “PANDROL FAST-CLIPS”, which are locked by pushing them 
in from the side; Pict. 10: 

Pict. 10: Pandrol Fast-Clip with Cap-Insulator on Steel Sleeper 

Once in locket position, the Fast-Clips do not fall out or get loose even under harsh
conditions (like in SL, where the new steel sleepers dance in a wet, un-drained 
mud-bed). The new Indian Rahee-Industries Steel Sleepers could have become a 
successes in Sri Lanka, if not the track engineers have laid the new steel sleepers 
into the old muddy track-bed with nearly no ballast underneath and without any 
drainage rehabilitation, against all advises and technical rules. By doing so they 
have not only ruined the reputation of Steel-Sleepers but also the Upcountry 
Rail Track; Pict. 8. The rule for laying steel-sleepers is: First the clean and unfouled 
ballast bed and than only the sleepers. The benefits of steel sleepers get lost, if the 
troughs are not filled with unfouled core material.

In Japan, Europe, North and South America Composite Sleepers fabricated out of 
waste plastic and a Polyurethane bonding agent or out auf Polyurethane-Micro-Foam 
and Glass-fibres have replaced wooden Sleepers on turnouts and bridges. The 
Composite materials can be cut and drilled like wood. The Composite logs can be 
fabricated in any length; Pict. 11a/b: 

Pict. 11a: PU-Glasfibre synthetic Logs for Sleepers 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Pict. 10b: Polyurethane-Glass-Fibre Sleepers as Turnout-Sleepers on a Bridge, 

Japan 

Cast pre-stressed steel-strands reinforced Concrete Sleepers are a cheap but 
heavy and non elastic and stiff substitute for timber ties. The malleable cast iron 
inserts, cast into concrete during manufacture, provide the holders for the elastic
Pandrol Clips; Fig. 15: 

Fig. 15: Malleable cast Iron Insert for holding the elastic Pandrol-e-Clip 

The rail seats are canted 1 in 20. The Rail-Foot is adjusted with insulating Liners 
made out of Polyamide or Polyurethane. Steel-Liners are not advisable; they lead to 
rail-corrosion. The electric insulation is essential for signal-track-circuits to detect 
track occupation by the train; Fig.16: 

Fig. 16: Rail-Fastening; left with "right-handed  Pandrol e-Clip; right with "left-
handed" Indian Mark III ERC - with Liner (Insulator), Sleeper Pad and  Base-Plate Pad

Graph modified by F.A. <Winglerfrom B. Lichtberger, Track Compendium
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The problem with Concrete Sleepers is that they are heavy, NON-ELASTIC and that 
they have a flat hard bottom-sole. The contact area between the edges of the ballast 
stones and the sleeper-bottom for a new laid track is only 3 %. Later the contact area
increases up to 10 %, after the stone edges got broken. Concrete Sleepers can glide
on the ballast bed and have a low resistance against lateral forces in curves. Under 
wooden sleepers the stone edges can penetrate into the timber thus enlarging the
contact area up to 30 %. The degradation of ballast stones under the non-elastic 
concrete sleepers is much higher and faster than under wooden or steel sleepers. 
The ballast lives much longer under wooden or steel sleepers than under concrete 
sleepers. 

The concrete sleeper contributes to the over-all elasticity only 0.8 %. For 
compensation of the None-Elasticity between Rail-Foot and Sleeper elastic grooved 
rubber pads have to be inserted between rail-foot and bearing plate and between 
bearing plate and concrete surface. Proper pads can contribute up to 34 % to the 
over-all elasticity. In Germany, Switzerland and Austria the newest trend is to bond 
elastic Polyurethane Pads on the sleeper sole as an elastic lace (so-called “under-
sleeper-pads”). The touching area with ballast stones is increased and the stones 
get less tortured. The sleeper is better arrested against displacements on the ballast 
cushion. The ballast quality lives longer; Fig. 18, 19, 20: 

Pict. 18, 19, 20: Under-Sleeper Pads for more Elasticity, Ballast-Stone Protection 

and Sleeper Stability 

A Hungarian development uses a grooved concrete-sleeper sole design to increase 
the contact area and to interlock the sleeper better with the ballast cushion. Those 

Graph: Getzner
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sleepers provide a higher lateral resistance and stability against centrifugal 
displacement in tight curvatures; Pict.11: 

Pict. 11: Grooved Concrete-Sleeper Sole 

Concrete sleepers have the tendency to pump the ballast stones towards the field 

side, and than voids appear under the middle part. To arrest the concrete sleepers in
their position against lateral movements, Ballast Shoulders are needed.  On curves 
extra ballast on the outer shoulder helps the track structure to cope with the 
centrifugal forces generated by fast moving vehicles. Ballast shoulders are also 
essential to arrest Long Welded or Continuous Welded Rails because of strain 
caused by temperature expansion. Concrete Sleeper Tracks without Ballast 
Shoulders are not stable. This is a lesson SLR has to learn; Fig. 21: 

Fig. 21:  Ballast Shoulders arrest lateral Strain 

Crib Ballast between the sleepers gives resistance to longitudinal creep of the 
sleepers.  Concrete sleepers need a thicker ballast cushion than wooden or steel 
sleepers, best 12 to 14 inch; otherwise they will cause formation damage, not so 
with wooden or steel sleeper. Those fundamental Rules of Railway Track 
Engineering had been ignored in Sri Lanka, when replacing wooden sleepers with 
concrete sleepers without any Formation and Drainage Rehabilitation and Ballast-
Profiling. 

SLR Concrete-Sleeper Tracks have mostly no ballast shoulders and an 
insufficient depth of ballast under the sleepers. 

The Fig. 9 on page 9 delineates the schematic pressure distribution by rail, sleeper 
(60 cm sleeper spacing) and ballast cushion on the subgrade or formation. The 
pressure cones should overlap. If the ballast cushion is too shallow, the pressure is 
not distributed uniformly. Tracks with Sub-Ballast provide a better distribution of the 
forces, provided the interlayer is well drained; Fig.11 on page 10. Only than the sub-
ballast reveals its benefits. 

Eurail press

Eurail press
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A Broad Gauge Track with Concrete Sleepers need approximately 2500 m³ or 3700 
metric tonnes ballast per km. Wooden or Steel Sleepers can do with less than 1700 
m³ or 2500 metric tonnes per km: 

Track Ballasting 

In SL the improper ballasting of the concrete sleeper tracks have ruined the 
formation everywhere. With improper ballast support, the concrete sleepers cut into 
the formation and open the formation up. Water intrudes in the voids and causes
further damage. This one can observe extremely on the upcountry rail track, where 
concrete sleepers had been inserted between wooden or steel sleepers; Pict. 12, 13:  

 .
Pict. 12, 13: Formation Damage by Concrete Sleepers with insufficient Ballast; SL 

Upcountry Line 
The remedy is a complete track renewal as recently performed on the Coast Line in 
Collaboration of Sri Lanka Railways with IRCON, a subsidiary of the Government of 
India. The superstructure, rails and sleepers had to be removed, the subgrade 
flattened and compacted, a formation protection layer or sub-ballast/blanket – so-
called Aggregated Base Coarse of a fine-coarse grained material used in tar-road-

Pict. by F.A. Wingler

Pl&Th
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engineering,  inserted and on top a ballast cushion spread before the sleepers could 
be laid. 

Pict. 13 b; Track Profile with Blanketing Material and Ballast, Bentota, SL 

Track Profile with Border Foot Path in Afghanistan 

The Blanketing material prevents the Ballast stones to penetrate and submerge into 
the ground and helps to distribute the forces exerted on the ground. The ground is 
mostly the weakest constituents of a rail-track. The Blanket/Sub-Ballast fulfils only its 
task to bring more strength into the rail-track, if it is well drained.  Soaked with more 
than 7 to 8 % of water, it turns to a slurry and the benefit is lost.

A Sub-Ballast or Blanket can do more harm than bringing benefits, if it is not 
well drained. 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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This is now the case on several sections of the upgraded Coast line, where due to 
land grab proper side drains had not been possible and ballast retainer masonry 
walls had to be used. The walls do not only retain the ballast but also the water. The 
author observed at some spots that after rainfall the water level in the track bed
between the retainer walls had been higher than in the side gutters.  

Blanketing a rail track must go together with appropriate water draining; 
otherwise the situation might get worse. 

Pict. 14: Compacting Formation Protective Layer on new Embankment/Formation 

in Kashmir-Valley, North-India 

Independent Mining Railways are nowadays the vanguards of progress for Track-
Quality, driven by the commercial imperative for HIGH INITIAL TRACK QUALITY 
with LOW DETERIORATION RATES under the heavy haul freight traffic for LOW 
OVERALL LIVE CYCLE COSTS. For commercial reason the axle-load is pushed by
them to higher values. The maximal axle load of European Tracks is at moment at 
22.5 to tonnes. In America for long an axle load of 33 tonnes had been the standard. 
Modern metallurgy has developed Steel of higher strength and surface hardness to 
push the axle-load up to 40 tonnes. With lower strength steel this was not possible
because of the so-called “Cold-Welding” under the extreme pressure between 
wheel and rail of parking trains. The wheels got bound to the rails, and long and
heavy trains could not be started any more because the wheels got “glued” to the
rails by “cold-welding” 

Fig. 22, 23 delineate the nowadays recommended profiles for single and double lines: 
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Fig. 22: Single Line Track Profile 

Fig. 23: Profiles for Single- and Double Tracks 

For a Broad Gauge Single Line a top formation width of 7.50 metre up to the edges of
the sub ballast layer and the cesses is needed. The surface of the sub ballast layer 
should be shaped with a cross slope of 1 in 30 from the centre towards the side 
drains on either sides in order to allow the rainwater to flow out. The land to be taken-
up for the embankment of a single track should be minimum 14.5 m; Fig. 23. The 

by J.S. Mundrey
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side drains should not be too near to the bearing formation not to disturb the 
subgrade and/or formation, which might cause yielding: 

Fig. 24: Land to be taken-up for Track with Drainage Ditch 

This width of Railway Land is also needed to arrange the drainage ditches far 
enough from the embankment not to disturb the subgrade. Due to lost Railway Land 
and Land-Grab on the Coast Line, the needed land to be taken up is mostly not any
more available, and during the IRCON Track-Renewal compromises had to be 
undertaken limiting the expected Quality and Longevity.

THE PROBLEMS OF WHEELS RUNNING IN CURVES

As the Wheels are coupled together by a rigid axle, both wheels on the same wheel 
set must rotate at the same speed, therefore any slight variations in wheel diameter 
must comply with stipulated limits. The Wheels or rather the Wheel-Sets support and
guide the vehicles along the track as well transmit the tractive and brake efforts onto 
the Rail-Head.  

Rail Vehicles have no wheel-steering systems like a car or a differential axle between 
the wheels allowing the wheels to spin at different speed. Still there are no broadly 
applied technical feasible solutions at hand, only some experimental solutions. 

The Wheel-Treat is kept conical and equipped with an integrated flange, which 
prevents the wheel-set from derailing by limiting the lateral movement of the wheel 
across the rail head. The WHEEL-FLANGE is a specially shaped bulbous bow 
located on the inner side of the railway-wheel. The advantage to arrange the flange 
on the inner side instead on the outer side had been found in England by coal miners, 
using cars running on wooden rails instead of formerly in grooves. The gauge of “4 
foot 8 and a half inch”, which has become  the Standard Gauge around the globe
and proofed to be the optimal gauge for High Speed Trains, is going presumably back
to the Roman Cart Gauge. The Broad-Gauge of 1.676 metre introduced to Ceylon, 
had been stipulated in India under Lord Galhousie against the wish of Britain. Meter 
Gauge would have been more favourable for the conditions on Ceylon.

Since the inner Wheel-Diameter due to the conicity has a greater circumference than 
the outer Wheel-Diameter, the speed on the outer side is less than at the inner side.
Both wheels of the set try to run with a minimum resistance and friction. Under 
normal conditions the wheels run not on the flange slope but run on the treat, leaving 
a 19 mm gap between flange and rail-corner. With an eccentric run of the wheels,
one wheel-treat would run faster and the other wheel-treat slower thus causing a 
friction and resistance. That is, why the wheels are not running under normal 
conditions on a straight track by touching the rail head with the flanges. The flanges

B. Lichtbergr, Track Compendium
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are both clear of the rails and central between them. Between the wheel set and the 
rails there is a play left of 19 mm for Broad Gauge (“Standard Play”). But there is a 
slight sinusoidal fluctuation of the play when running. The width of the WHEEL-
GAUGE is kept smaller by the play of 2 x 19 mm and by the flange thickness of 2 x 
28.5 mm against the RAIL-GAUGE, which is for the Indian/Srilankan Broad Gauge 
1.676 metre; Fig. 25: 

Fig. 25: Running Profile of coined Wheel Treats on Rails, Standard Play between 

Wheel-Flange and Rail Running-Corner 

According the conicity of the wheel-treat the rails are canted out of plumb by 1 in 20; 
Fig. 8, page 11. 

In a curve the outer curve rail (“high-rail”) is longer than the inner curve rail (“low-rail). 

Circumference of inner rail  =  2πR  R is the Radius in metre of the Curvature = 
  1750/Degree 

Circumference of outer rail  =  2π (R+G)  G is 1.676 m 

Difference  = 2π (R+G) - 2πR  = 2πG  =  7.32 m for 360 Degree 

2πG  is the gain in length of the inner rail over the outer rail of a 360 ° full Circle. This 
Gain of the inner rail has to be cut off. 

This means, the outer wheel on the axle has to negotiate in a curve a longer way
than the inner wheel. This forces the outer wheel to run with its treat nearer to the 
inside flange, where the wheel has a slightly larger diameter and hence a larger 
circumference. The inner wheel will run more to the outer edge of the wheel treat,
where the circumference is smaller. When the curve gets tighter, stage (b) will be 
reached; Fig. 26: 

Graph modified by F.A. Wingler
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Fig. 26: Wheel Run in Curves; (a) lean curve, (b) tight Curve 

When the tightness of the curve gets sharper, a stage will be reached, where the
flanges of both wheels of the bogie will begin to touch the rails due to the angular 
trailing. From this moment on, the gain can not be any more compensated by the 
eccentric run of the coined wheel-treat. And when the curve becomes sharper or 
tighter, the wheels will slide angular on the rail table with friction. The inner wheel will 
slip backwards and the outer wheel will slide forwards along the rail. This 
phenomenon is called “SLIPPING” and “SLIDING” of wheels in curves. It is a cause 
for rail and wheel wear; Fig. 27: 

Fig. 27: Angular Wheel Trailing in tight Curve with Wheel Slipping and Sliding 

The tighter the curve and longer the wheel-base the more the wheel-treat runs 
angular with additional friction and hence with wear and tear of rail-head and wheel-
treat. The angular trailing causes a lateral slip. The outer wheel runs on the high-rail 
on two points rubbing with its flange against the rail running-corner; Fig. 28: 

Fig. 28: Wheel running Scheme on outer and inner Rail in tight Curve 

Graph modified by F.A. Wingler
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Lateral Vector Forces of the angular trailing wheel are created, which try to widen the
gauge and to elongate the inner curve rail. The Curve-Geometry will get disturbed. 
On the Up-country line there should run no Rail Vehicle with a wheel base longer 
than 2.65 metre; Fig. 29: 

Fig. 29: Angular trailing Wheel creates Vector Forces elongating the inner Curve 

Rail and widening the Gauge 

The forces can lead to Rail-Buckling of the inner curve rail as demonstrated by Pict. 
15 of the SLR Main-Line Track at Ganemulla laid without ballast shoulders and with 
an insufficient ballast depth: 

.
Pict. 15: Buckling of inner Curve Rail cum Check Rail on SLR Track without Ballast 

Shoulders 

Steel-Sleeper or Concrete-Sleeper tracks are more resistant to gauge-spreading than 
nailed Wooden-Sleeper tracks. INR uses on troublesome spots of nailed wooden 
sleeper tracks steel gauge-bars screwed to both rails to retain the gauge. 

The curve friction causes also material-abrasion on the wheel-treat. The treat looses 
its conicity and gains the pattern of a “HOLLOW TIRE”; Fig. 30a/b:

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Fig. 30a: “HOLLOW TIRE”, worn Wheel-Treat, increases Wear and Tear of

Wheels and Rails. Thin Flange can lead to Derailments. 

With the Hollow Tire the rail-gain compensation by means of the conicity does not 
work any more. The friction due to slipping and sliding increases and the wear 
process exacerbates.  A Hollow Tire trails on two bands; Fig. 30b:

To run rolling stocks with worn out wheel treats is highly uneconomical. 

With the friction also the CURVE RUNNING RESISTANCE increases. To haul a train 
over a 17 Degree curve needs the tractive effort similar to haul the same load uphill 
on an incline of 1 in 65. For the up-country 17 Degree curvature run this means the
actual tractive effort for an incline of 1 in 27 is needed. The tighter the curvature the 
higher is the curve-resistance. The resistance can be mitigated by lubricating the 
running rail-corner. In Sri Lanka the patrol-man lubricates the rail corners on the up-
country line. In other countries the curve rails are lubricated by automatically 
triggered grease spray guns. 

To ease the curve-run, the gauge is widened in curvatures. But the gauge widening 
is limited; otherwise the wheels will fall between the rails. The maximum Broad-
Gauge-Slag allowed is 15 mm. 

The angular trailing causes the typical squealing of trains running in a curve. This 
can be mitigated by lubricants, so-called Friction Modifiers spread on the Top of the 
Rail (TOR). Automatic wayside Lubrication not only of the rail running corner but also 
of the Top of the Rail to lower wheel-rail friction on curves is common in USA and 
also nowadays in India:

Fig. 30b: Trailing Pattern of a Wheel with Hollow Tire

Graph by IRICEN
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Fig. 30a: Automatic Wayside Rail Lubricator on CWR on Wooden Sleepers, 
USA 

FRICTION MANAGEMENT: Rail Lubrication increases rail- and wheel-live by 
reducing rail- and wheel-wear, reduces curve resistance, fuel consumption, lateral 
forces, rail corrugation but also the risk of derailments. In addition to lubrication on 
heavy freight haul lines operators grind the rail heads to target profiles providing less 
rail-wheel running resistance. 

FRICTION MANAGEMENT means Top of Rail and Wheel-Flange Lubrication
combined with Target-Profiling of Rail-Heads by Grinding for lower Friction and 
Wear, both of Rails and Wheels. 

Fig. 30b: Automatic Rail Running-Corner Lubrication: 

SLR is plagued by its tight broad-gauge curvatures. In India the tightness is limited to 
10 Degree. New tracks are build with curvatures not tighter than 2.5 Degree. Curves 
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tighter than 6 Degree are regarded as troublesome and cause high maintenance 
costs.  SLR has curves on the KV-Line and between Nawalapitiya and Badulla of up 
to 17.5 Degree. On account of the grinding, slipping and sliding actions, developing 
lateral forces, the rails get heavily worn. The outer curve-rails get grinded on the 
running corner and the inner curve-rail flattened on the table; Fig. 31: 
.  

Fig. 31: Typical Pattern of Wear of outer Curve Rail (left) on Running Corner and 

inner Curve Rail (right) on Rail Table 

POINTS, TURNOUTS, SWITCHES and CROSSINGS

Not like a Bus-Driver a Train-Driver can not take actively his own route. A Train has 
to follow passively the set route on the rail-track. A diversion is achieved by a 
“POINT” or “TURNOUT/SWITCH”; Fig. 32:   

Fig. 32: Constituents of a left-Hand Turnout (Point, Switch) 

To “turn-out” a train trailing from the “Facing Direction” a “Tongue-Rail” is 
pressed against the straight “Stock-Rail”. On the side of the opposite straight 
“Lead-Rail” the Tongue-Rail is open allowing the wheel-flange to run between 
Tongue-Rail and Stock-Rail through the “Throw of Switch”; Pict. 16: 

from A.D. Kerr
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Pict. 16: Throw of the Switch (1 in 12), left side 

. The “Inner Curve Lead Rail” leads to the diverging Track; Pict. 17: 

Pict. 17: Inner Curve Rail with Bend in Stock Rail; right side 

The problem is that the wheel running on the “Outer Curve Lead Rail” has to cross 
over the “Inner Straight Lead Rail”. This is achieved by a “Vee-Crossing” or 
“Frog”. The Flange of the Outer-Curve Wheel negotiates trough the “Throat” and 
the Wheel-Treat jumps from the “Wing-Rail” onto the “Actual Nose of the 
Crossing”. On the other side the axle is guided in the wanted direction through a 4.5 
cm wide “Flange-Way” between “Curved Lead Rail” and a “Check-Rail” or 
“Guide-Rail”, thus preventing that the wheel-set might take the wrong direction at 
the “Throat”. The V-Crossing is a sensitive part. In France recently an Express train 
derailed with over 100 kmph on a turnout: Due to inadequate track-inspection a 
fishplate has loosened and fallen in the Throat thus blocking the wheels to negotiate. 
Several passengers got killed; Pict. 18: 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Pict: 18: Loose Fishplate (due to inadequate Track Inspection) entangled in the 

Vee-Throat leading 2013 to a fatal Express Train Derailment in France 

In Germany, 1989, a High-Speed-Train derailed with over 200 kmph on a Vee-
Crossing crashing against the pillar of an over-bridge, when a defect wheel-treat-tire 
got entangled in the Throat. The bogie trailed in the wrong direction and the coach 
crashed perpendicular against a pillar of an over-road bridge between the rails. The 
Bridge toppled down, and the rear coaches pushed by the heavy rear locomotive 
piled up at the debris; Pict. 19:  

Pict. 19: Germany 1989, High Speed Derailment on a Turnout due to defective 

Wheel Tire and missing High-Speed Turnout with movable V-Crossing 

Tongue-Rails and V-Crossing are subjected to heavy wear. The Maintenance and 
Repair of Points are cost-drivers. The wheel crossing over the throat touches the 
Nose nearer to the flange, where the circumference is larger than at the outer range 
of the conical treat, leaving the “Wing-Rail” with lower speed. This has the effect 
that the crossing wheel jumps in the “Vee” with a higher speed onto the “Vee-Nose” 
thus slipping and causing deformation marks on the V-Nose. The Nose is kept few 
millimetres lower than the Wing-Rails to accommodate the wheel-conicity of 1 in 20. 
The Vee-Crossings are subjected to heavy wear (see Dr. Ing. Ulf Gerber et al. in ETR, 
Eisenbahn Technische Rundschau, Jan.-Feb.2015, p.36; ISSN 0013-2845, DW Media Group, 

Hamburg, Germany); Pict. 20 and Fig. 32: 
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Pict. 20:  Deformation Mark on actual Vee-Nose of Crossing 

Fig. 32: Wheel trailing Pattern when trailing from Lead-Rail to Nose of a Turnout 

Modern Turnouts or Points have Crossings made out of harder steel with a higher 
Manganese content. They are cast in disposable moulds as one piece including the 
“Wing-Rails” and shaped on lace-cutting rigs. It is a Demerit of CMS crossings, that 
they can not welded with the lead Rails. They have to be connected with bolts and 
fish-plates. Dimensions and profiles of the CMS block are sometimes not matching
with the rail-section profiles.  

In SL You find now those CAST MANGANESE STEEL (CMS) Crossings connected 
the turnout rails with fish-plates, bolts and nuts; new Indian IRCON Points on the 
SLR Coast Line; Pict. 21: 

Pict. 21: CMS Vee-Crossing 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Nevertheless the CMS brings not the expected relief. On the Indian CMS one can 
detect microscopic particles of metal abrasion shining like silver particles in the sun-
light. One can collect the steel-particles with an adhesive cello-tape for analysis. The 
acute Vee-Nose shows after 2 years in use under light traffic load wear patterns with 
material ablation/spalling; Pict. 21b. 

When travelling frequently in India by rail I could detect all over India heavyly worn 
Vee-Noses of CMS Crossings. With CMS Crossings there is a break of continuity in 
Long Welded Rail Tracks. The CMS blocks can not be welded to the Lead-Rails. 
Fish-Plate/Bolt fastening is required, and this is troublesome: Not seldom the 
connecting rails, fastened by bolted fishplates, are not properly matching. The 
geometry tolerances in section-profiles and of bolt-holes of the CMS crossing block 
are often very poor, so that between CMS Crossing and rails there are gaps and 
geometry defects. Such defects had been a topic on the last annual National 
Technical Seminar organised by the Institution of Permanent Way Engineers, India, 
held in Delhi 29/30. Jan. 2015; paper 1.1 of V. Kumar: 

Pict. 21a: Typical Profile Defect at Indian CMS Crossing 

One has the impression, that CMS is not the best solution, and that conventional 
build-up Crossings assembled with harder, heat treated high tensile Steel Alloy Rails 
render the better solution with less wear, easier to repair and/or maintain. 

According the NEWTON`LAW MECHANISM wear on the Vee Crossing means also 
wear on the Wheel Treat. 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Pict. 21b: Already worn (after 2 years under light traffic load) Indian CMS Crossing 

with microscopic silvery-shining metal particles due to abrasion; Spalling on Nose; 

SLR Coast Line. 

Pict. 21c: Conventional build-up Crossing fabricated from heat treated British
Rails, welded Vee, rendering service in SL over 30 years without trouble. 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler

Pict. by F.A. Wingler
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Pict. 21d: Conventional partly build-up Crossing with Heat treated Rails; Rahee, 
India, for Bangladesh. 

Conventional partly build-up crossings, less troubling than the block cast Indian MS-
crossings, suit better the conditions in developing countries like Sri Lanka, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh and should not have been introduced to Sri Lanka. SLR has no tools to 
repair and/or maintain rapidly worn CMS crossings. The Wing-Rails and the Vee-
Rails can be welded without a break in the continuity of Long Welded Rails.  

For heavy used Railway lines, as well for heavy haul and higher speed lines (200 
kmph and more) the trend is to use a MOVABLE SWING NOSE. The Curve 
Geometry is that of a Clothoid-Spiral. Lean High Speed Turnouts are assembled with 
an elastic movable nose and tighter turnouts with a pivoted nose. On a movable 
swing nose crossing the wheels trail on an un-interrupted top of the rail. The nose is 
set with an additional point-setter working synchronous with the tongue-rail or switch-
blade setter. 

With such a movable “High-Speed-Crossing” the fatal ICE Train Crash at Eschede, 
Germany, could have been probably averted. 
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Pict. 22: Swing-Nose (movable Nose) Crossing, left with elastic and right with 

pivoted Nose 

The Rails of a point or turnout are not canted. Four special sleepers are at the ends 
of a point to run the rails from the stipulated 1 in 20 track-cant to zero; Pict 23:

Pict. 23: Indian Standard 1 in 12 Turnout with Approach-Sleepers to run the Cant 

to Zero, Londa, Karnataka 

Pict. by F.A. Wingler




